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A glimpse into Psalm 139
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How to use this study.
I intentionally kept these writings short so you
can use these brief moments to reflect on
scripture and how certain points impact your
daily life.
Use them as a part of your individual daily
routine, or maybe read through them as a
group. You can read one a day for a week or
take a week on each segment. There is always
space to go deeper with a passage or a writing,
and we hope you will.
Visit jennifermazzola.com to schedule a time to
talk through things one-on-one with Jenn or talk
with a group of friends as you journey together.

Psalm 139:13-14
13 For you fashioned my inmost being; you knit
me together in my mother’s womb. 14 I praise
You because I am fearfully and wonderfully
made; your works are wonderful, I know that
full well.
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Introduction
Read John 4

I’ve always loved quizzes. Not ones that are intended to measure your
aptitude/retention in a subject that matters. But ones that tell you what your
favorite pizza toppings reveal about your future, or show you a variety of
flowers and puppies, and then tell you how your career will unfold. I take all
those random quizzes that pop up in my social media feed: Which Disney
princess are you? What Harry Potter house do you belong to?
I love the idea that these simple, and often silly, tests can somehow give us
insight into how we are made. I even love those keychains in tourist shops
that say your name and what it means—a totally reliable source to explain the
complexity of your character that really only works for common names. Sorry
for all the oddly named people out there.
While I actually do love those quizzes; it’s more the satirical reflection of a
real passion of mine: thinking through what makes us us and looking at how
our soul is shaped and responds to the world. There is irony in all my striving
to fit in for so many years, to later come to the appreciated realization that
we are so insanely uniquely made. Yet, I am also fascinated at the ripple
effect we have on one another, that we don’t exist in a solitary void; that
we, as completely and uniquely made as we are, are also just as simply and
unavoidably attached to so many others.
However, my husband does not share any of this passion. He rolls his eyes
when I send him yet another personality profile tool. He is beyond annoyed
when I send another podcast that delves into our psyche. And I get it. Not
everyone is into the psychology of personality, and I can be too into it.
However, I do want to suggest that the better we know ourselves, the better
off we might be. And I would add, the more we understand the why behind
what drives us crazy, it may afford us the opportunity to also understand
others more.
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Freedom and grace are the rewards of self-discovery, and who doesn’t need a
little more freedom and grace in their lives?
The gospel of John shares this unique scene of a woman’s encounter with
Jesus. It’s probably a story many of us are familiar with. There is a woman
drawing water at a well in the heat of the day, probably trying to avoid the
crowd. Jesus strikes up a conversation with her and reveals who He is and how
well He knows her. Soon after, the disciples come along, confused as always by
what Jesus is doing and saying. But it’s the next part of the story that gets me:
Many of the Samaritans from that town believed in him because of the woman’s
testimony, “He told me everything I ever did.” (John 4:39)
Let me ask you: If you found someone who knew everything you ever did,
how would you feel? Keep in mind the “everything” Jesus and this woman
spoke of earlier in this story was not good, reputable stuff. It was way more
tabloid material than something for a Hall of Fame induction speech. So let
me rephrase my question: If you found someone who knew all the crappy stuff
you did—the ways you lie, how you manipulate, the corners where insecurity
breeds envy and judgement, the dark thoughts you have, the things you do too
much of, and the things you do too little of—then how would you feel? Maybe
you wouldn’t care if someone knew all that, but would you invite everyone you
knew to meet this same person?
When we decide to take an honest look at ourselves in a full well way, we
are inviting Jesus for a conversation at the well. We are embarking on a
transformative and transparent journey. My hope is that you will walk away from
this study having more clarity about how you engage with the world around you
through a few small moments of self-realization. Are you ready to meet the one
who will “tell you everything you ever did?”
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Introduction Prayer Prompt
Written by Andrea Goodrum

God, thank You for knowing
me full well and loving me
through it all. Help me to be
honest with myself through
this journey. Allow me to find
freedom in finding myself in
You. I love you, Lord!
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SECTION ONE

Putting in the Work
Read Proverbs 14:23, Psalm 128:2, Galatians 6:7-9
I will never forget sitting in my OB/GYN’s office. My youngest was about two,
and I could not shake my mood swings. I was not enjoying life, and it was
starting to take its toll on my marriage and my dynamic with the boys. I had
seen this commercial for a birth control pill that would also help with mood
swings, so I asked if she recommended that medication.
She responded with such a kind tone, “Yes, that pill might help you, but if you
could increase your vitamin B, make sure you’re getting enough sleep, cut
back on your sugar intake and lose some extra weight, it would really do the
same thing.”
My head tilted, “Hmmm. Okay, let’s do the pill.”

When it
comes to
knowing
yourself
full well, it
takes two
things: time
and work.
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Eventually, that didn’t fix things either, so a few years later I tried her plan.
After another handful of years of doing the work she suggested, things got
way better. When I look back, the reality is I just didn’t want to do the work. I
wanted a quick fix.
I’ve always been attracted to quick fixes; I think most of us are. But when it
comes to knowing yourself full well, it takes two things: time and work. Ever
notice how we do a workout for a week or two and all the sudden we are a
(fill in the blank)? I bought a spin bike, rode it twice and caught myself saying,
“Yeah, I do spin classes.” I bought a book on teaching your children to be
responsible with money, read the first three chapters, recommended it to 16
people, never finished the book or followed through with the concepts. But I
felt like I was an expert on finances. It’s not all pockets of my life that lack work
ethic; some areas are way easier for me. But if I’m honest, I don’t always want
to do the work it takes to get where I want to be in life.

Ever notice the first thing God does after He creates humankind?
So God created mankind in his own image, in the image of God he created
them; male and female he created them. God blessed them and said to them,
“Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the
fish in the sea and the birds in the sky and over every living creature that moves
on the ground. (Genesis 1:27-30)
Essentially: Happy birthday, humanity! Now, get to work!
And that work was how He “blessed them.” For me, this is God’s way of saying,
“I’ve got things for you to do, things for you to learn, stuff for you to manage,
and amazing things to discover. Let’s get to work.”
It’s the same for us. We are created, uniquely knit together and you as a unique
creation reveal God’s fingerprint in the world. You were made the way you
are on purpose and for a purpose. God takes your you-ness, along with your
biology, your experiences, your upbringing, your community—and can see how
it all works together to shape you and how that shaping impacts the world. But
to unpack all of that takes work. You have to want to see, learn and discover
how you are made, and have a willingness to be still, listen and do the work.
Like I mentioned earlier, I love quizzes and particularly, personality profiles.
It would be hard to find a personality model I have not taken a test for. I’m
an introverted INFJ 1 with a melancholic temperament that functions as a
contributor, with the strengths of responsibility, learner, achiever, input and
individualization. These labels represent testing from the Meyers Briggs,
Enneagram, Four Temperaments, Parker Team Survey and CliftonStrengths.
That’s just the tip of the personality modeling options out there. I’ve taken
these tests. I’ve read these books. But simply doing that is like asking my OB
for a pill when what is missing is the work.

You as
a unique
creation
reveal God’s
fingerprint
in the world.
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Each opportunity to get a glimpse of how I operate in the world is an invitation
for God to do refining work in me. It’s a chance to wipe off my lenses and get a
clear view. And the fortune is in the follow-through. What good is transformative
information if you don’t give it time and space to transform you?
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Section One Reflection
1. Have you ever taken any personality assessments? Was it helpful? If so, how?

2. Where do you tend to look for the quick fix in life?

3. In the past, why do you think you have avoided digging in to discovering
more about your personality?
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Section One Prayer Prompt
Written by Andrea Goodrum

God, thank You for the
unique way You created
me. I know You have
amazing plans for my life.
I want to put in the work
to know myself deeper
and be transformed by
Your Word.
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SECTION TWO

Fearfully and Wonderfully Made
Read Psalm 119:73-74, Isaiah 64:8, Ephesians 2:10
“When was the last time you weren’t angry?”
That was a question my counselor asked me. I was a little caught off guard. I
didn’t consider myself an angry person; I actually felt like a fairly happy person.
It was just that sometimes things would grab me, usually when something or
someone’s choices didn’t make sense to me. I had never thought of those
responses as me being angry. But I was.
For various reasons, my life had unfolded in a way that left my auto-response
as anger. Then I would become angry that I was feeling angry. Until she asked
me that question, I don’t think I had realized how blind I had become to my
own anger.
You have been fashioned to see the world a certain way. I would imagine,
if we sat and talked, it wouldn’t take us long to find your “soap-box”—that
thing that gets you all fired up. Maybe we would be able to highlight patterns,
drama that has followed you from job to job or a circular argument between
you and someone, a point of frustration that just keeps coming up over and
over. And if you and I couldn’t find it, I would bet we could interview some
of your closest friends and family, and they could help us see. People who
interact with us on any level of consistency are probably already very aware of
how “that’s just (insert your name).” They may have zero clue why you do what
you do, but they can probably point to the phrases you say most often, the
moments your body language changes and the gaps in your communication.

When it
comes to
knowing
yourself
full well, it
takes two
things: time
and work.

The thought of getting this level of insight into how we appear in the world
terrifies most of us. And my guess would be, if we conducted these interviews
or had these conversations, we would develop a list of things we observe
about ourselves but quickly take that list to task. Most of us would see that list
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as The List of Things I Need to Get Rid of/Stop Doing.
But I want to propose something.

It is not
about
getting
rid of
something;
it is about
managing it.

Your curse is also your blessing. It is not about getting rid of something; it is
about managing it.
“I praise you because I am both fearfully and wonderfully made” (Psalm 139)
I get angry because my experiences in this world have developed my way of
appearing in this world. My lens is different than yours. There is literally no
way we can stand in someone else’s shoes entirely. We can get close. But you
are the only one that can occupy your space. And that is wonderful. That’s
the point. However, because of that vantage point, I have also developed
responses, many of which I didn’t even realize. These responses make me feel
safe, give me some sense of control and have now become a habit. You have
your own responses, and those responses are fearfully and wonderfully made.
They are wonderful when they stand up for injustice. They are wonderful when
you sacrifice for someone else’s good. They are wonderful when you share
insight, when you protect the weak, when you bring calm to a storm. However,
they are also fearfully made.
The Hebrew word for “fearfully” is translated “to be afraid.” When my sense of
justice/fairness becomes a breeding ground for envy or bitterness, I should be
concerned. When my expectations of others overshadow my belief in change
and hope, I should be afraid. When my children hear my constant criticism as
a reminder that they will never be good enough, even when my heart cries out
from a place of encouragement and faith, I should be worried.
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The point is, all the things I wrestle with, the constant critic, the pushing and
striving, have the ability to bring both light and darkness to myself and those
around me. It’s my gift and my curse. To act as if there will be a day when I
don’t want things to be fair is not realistic. It’s part of who I am. But when things
aren’t fair, and I manipulate or passively punish others, there is no life in that.
God has to teach me. I often hear Him whisper to my heart, “Hey, I love that
you are passionate about that, but slow down. Let’s think through it; your view
is limited.”
So, we talk. Sometimes it calms me, maybe I let it go. Other times God spurs
me on. But it has to start with a conversation.
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Section Two Reflection
1. What patterns, themes or trends do you see in your personality? Has anyone
ever shared with you how they view you?

2. How were you taught to view your emotions/responses? What did your
parents tell you about emotions?

3. Pick a part of your personality. How can you see where God has used it for
wonderful things? Where can you see it go too far, or where you might want
to be concerned?
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Section Two Prayer Prompt
Written by Andrea Goodrum

God, I love the wonderful
ways You’ve formed me, like
Psalm 119 says, I want others
to find a cause for joy in me.
Use my personality to impact
the world and help me reign
it in when I’ve gone too far.
Thank You, Lord!
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SECTION THREE

Knit Together
Read Romans 12:1-2, 2 Corinthians 10:1-5
As I was reading our Psalm, I had an idea. I wanted to learn to knit. So, I
did what everyone should do when they want to learn something, ask your
Facebook friends. After tons of advice and guidance toward next steps, I was
off to Hobby Lobby. That’s where my journey through the world of knitting
ended. It was too much. So many needles and options and patterns and yarns.
Sure, I would most likely be able to accomplish a potholder after five years
of practice, but from everything I could tell, it would take a lifetime to knit a
sweater. I felt like God had accomplished His purpose through my moment of
knitting inspiration—I had a clear respect and appreciation for the complexity
of knitting.

You are
crafted
from many
threads,
fashioned
from many
patterns.

I had a professor remind us that as we sit in a room, or across from others at a
table, not only are we sitting in front of them, but also in front of the unseen
but highly present relationships and experiences that have shaped them. We
are truly knit together. You are crafted from many threads, fashioned from
many patterns. If you are knit together, then so are those people you sit across
from. Yet, we rarely pause to pay attention to that. We hear a response in
the middle of a meeting and react, maybe run ahead to some assumptions.
Someone rubs us the wrong way, but we forget to reflect on what might have
shaped them, all the while blindly operating through the remnants of what has
shaped us. Accounting for how others might be knit together or recognizing
the patterns in our own responses can be difficult. We’ve spent a long time,
our whole lives, being us; and some patterns are deeply entrenched in our
thinking.
What does C, A, T spell? Probably didn’t take you too long to respond. Do
you remember where you learned that? At some point, someone showed you
the letter C, explained what it was, and repeatedly showed you the sound it
makes. They probably did this over a long span of time, then the same with
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the letter A, and again with the letter T. Then, they did this whole thing on
how to put them together. Most likely they showed you images of a cat while
helping you read through these new letters you’d discovered. They did this
over and over and over until now, you don’t even realize C, A, T. You just read
“cat,” and your brain does it quickly now. In fact, all things in life are learned
this way, right? It’s the only way we learn.
If it happens with assigning words to objects, and letters to words, imagine
what happens with other messages. A friend of mine had a thought pattern.
She felt stupid. She wasn’t quite sure when or where she learned to spell, “I
am stupid,” but it was a message burning in her mind which is kind of how
it actually works. Our brain has synapsis, like a superhighway with a complex
weaving. Your senses receive a message, your brain makes a connection, and
then a series of connections. The more those connections repeat, the easier it
is for your brain to recall the message. (Please realize this is a massively oversimplified remark on the massive field of neuroscience.)
My point is, if you can now read the word “cat” without even realizing the
mental building blocks that made that possible, you might be doing that with
other messages too.
“I’m too much.”
“I will never be good enough.”
“People only love me if I …”
If these pathways are carving their way into your mind, some patterns of
thought could be carved out as deep as the Grand Canyon. My friend had
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We have
the ability
to change
these
patterns,
but it is
not always
easy.
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received the message that she was dumb over and over, to the point that even
if that wasn’t the case, she still interpreted things through that grid.
2 Corinthians talks about how we have the ability to demolish strongholds and
pretensions (claims), “We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets
itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to
make it obedient to Christ.” We have the ability to change these patterns, but
it is not always easy.
You probably have some unhealthy thought patterns, things you need to
work to take captive and change. All of those other knit-together-beings you
encounter do too. My husband is working out how life has shaped him, so
are my kids, my co-workers, my parents and my friends. When we slow down
enough to recognize how we have been knit together and then slow down
another gear to remember that others are also uniquely made and have their
own unique understandings and experiences, grace starts to flow. Grace for you
and grace for others.

Section Three Reflection
1. Do you knit? (kidding)

2. When have you been able to recognize unhealthy thought patterns in your
own life?

3. Where do you wish people had more grace for your life experiences?

4. When you learn about someone’s life, things that reveal why they do some of
the things they do, how does that impact how you see them?
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Section Three Prayer Prompt
Written by Andrea Goodrum

God, take my thoughts captive that
don’t align with Your Word. I want to
lean on Your promises and weave those
into my thought patterns. Help me give
grace to others and myself. I love the
way You’ve knit me together. Thank You
for transforming the way I think.
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SECTION FOUR

Your Works Are Wonderful
Read Luke 12:27-28, Ephesians 3:14-21
I was sending a card to a high school graduate, the daughter of some good
friends of ours. I had written these types of cards time and time again. During
my time as a youth pastor, I did this each year with our seniors, imparting
every last bit of wisdom I could squeeze out of my heart and mind. I shared my
mistakes, and gave strong encouragement and challenged them to stay the
course and keep running the race. But this time something different was on my
heart. I was asking myself, “If you could say only one thing to your 18-year-old
self, what would it be?” I recalled that my 18-year-old self wasn’t very receptive
to any advice; she already knew everything. So, a list of pithy sentiments
would have fallen on an immature heart. I could have offered a whole slew of
warnings as I looked back on mistakes I made, but there’s no way 18-year-old
me would have received that. If I could only choose one message, regardless
of receptivity, it would be: You are loved.
Let me ask, how wonderful and loved do you feel?
The Psalmist declares, “Your works are wonderful, I know that full well.”
Nearly every unhealthy response I have, most likely every mistake I’ve made,
has its genesis in the fact that I forget I am loved. I’ve compromised morally
because I’m trying to feel love. I over perform in an effort to earn love. I don’t
love others well because I can’t give from what I won’t receive. When I forget I
am loved, I am tossed about, grasping.
I love this prayer for the Church of Ephesus:
“I pray that you, being rooted and established in love, may have power,
together with all the Lord’s holy people, to grasp how wide and long and
high and deep is the love of Christ, and to know this love that surpasses
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knowledge—that you may be filled to the measure of all the fullness of God.”
How rooted and established do you feel?

The
measure to
which we
allow God to
love us will
craft every
response
we have.

The measure to which we allow God to love us will craft every response we
have. The more loved we remember we are, the more rooted and established,
the healthier our responses will be.
When Jesus teaches about worry, he uses an analogy:
“Consider how the wildflowers grow. They neither toil nor spin. Yet I tell you,
not even Solomon in all his splendor was dressed like one of these. If that is
how God clothes the grass of the field, which is here today, and tomorrow is
thrown into the fire, how much more will he clothe you—you of little faith!”
(Matthew 6:28-30)
How many years I have spent toiling and spinning, worried about this or that,
what people think, if I am seen, if I am doing things right. Dictionary.com
defines “toil” as “hard and continuous work; exhausting labor or effort.”
No wonder so many of us are so tired. And it’s not the good kind of tired, the
one where you’ve enjoyed working on something all day and feel a sense of
accomplishment; but a lost kind of tired, dizzy because we’ve lost our bearing.
Ever played a game like pin the tail on the donkey, or maybe taken a swing at a
piñata? Some game where you are spun around and thrown off balance. When
we get dizzy, it is a result of our inability to determine our orientation, position
or surroundings. When we forget we are already surrounded by, created for,
purchased with and intended to be oriented around love, we are blindly
swinging at life. We will miss that donkey’s tail end every time.
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Yes, I want you to put the work in to knowing yourself.
Yes, I want you to realize you are both fearfully and wonderfully made.
Yes, I want you to see how you and others are knit together.
But over and above all that, I want you to know you are a wonderfully made
work, already so loved. I want you to know that full well.
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Section Four Reflection
1. What would be one message you would give your 18-year-old self?

2. When you hear the words “rooted” and “established” what do you think of?
Do you feel “rooted and established?”

3. Where have you caught yourself “spinning and toiling,” dizzying around
rather than being still and standing solidly?
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Section Four Prayer Prompt
Written by Andrea Goodrum

God, thank You for this
infinite love that You give me
everyday. Help me to know
I am surrounded by this
powerful love. I don’t have
to worry about anything
because Your work in me is
wonderful and I know that
full well.
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SECTION FIVE

You Have Searched Me
Read Psalm 139 (the whole thing)
Did you ever buy pajama-jeans? I did. How could I not? They look so
comfortable, and unfortunately on me, they also look so terrible. But I had
to try.
I recently asked a human resources recruiter at a major company, “When you
are hiring people, letting people go or going through employee reviews, what
is the one thing you see most often in those difficult conversations?”
It took no time to respond, “People do not have the desire or ability to receive
and respond to feedback.”
I sat with this for a while. In some ways, I’m not sure we culturally teach how
to accept and act upon feedback. We seem to prefer the inspirational pep
talks or the berating locker room speech. Delivering or receiving and putting
support or action to a constructive conversation is a practiced skill. But part of
me wonders if it’s more than that.
I have this theory.
When was the last time you put on new jeans? They are generally a little
uncomfortable. I still do the dance of laying back on the bed to flatten my
belly enough for the new and snug button. Why do I do this? Because I
know that after about 100 wears and a few solid months, those jeans will feel
amazing. And after that season, they will morph into my “favorite pair of jeans”
with a few worn down patches or rips. Sin works the same way.
Now before we go any further, let’s clarify that term. The word “sin” literally
means “to miss the mark,” and we all miss the mark. When I’m aiming at a
target, hitting that bullseye is not easy; it takes practice and skill. Being honest,
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most of us don’t want to take that time, so we simply grab a can of paint and
brush concentric circles around our misses. We move the mark rather than
correct the miss.
When we first start heading down a path of not-so-wise-ness, we can feel it. It’s
like those new jeans. We can deal, but it’s snug and slightly uncomfortable. As
we continue, it gets a little more comfortable, a relaxed fit. Then before you
know it, we are in full blown pajama-jean mode. We aren’t even thinking about
what or why or if. We are just comfy, cozied up with this behavior or pattern.

We move
the mark
rather than
correct the
miss.

When was the last time you checked out what you were wearing? By that I
mean, when was the last time you took a very in-depth and honest assessment
of your actions and attitudes? After all, those are literally the only two things in
this world you can control. You can’t control outcomes, you can’t control others’
choices, but you are the only one guiding your actions and attitudes.
Our Psalmist for this journey actually starts there:
You have searched me, LORD, and you know me.
You know when I sit and when I rise; you perceive my thoughts from afar.
You discern my going out and my lying down; you are familiar with all my ways.
Before a word is on my tongue you, LORD, know it completely. (Psalms 139:1-4)
Part of knowing yourself full well is being open to that type of search, taking
time and space, asking trusted mentors and guides, “What’s it really like to be
friends with me?” or “What’s it really like to work with me?”
There is no benefit in dressing up sin, in painting a bullseye around our misses,
in wearing pajama-jeans. Imagine the power that comes from clearly seeing
yourself, shedding off excuses.
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God has searched you, and He knows you. He’s waiting for you to accept the
invitation. He’s hoping you will discover all that He has fashioned you to be,
full well.
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Section Five Reflection
1. Can you think of the last time a particular behavior or attitude became too
comfortable for you?

2. How often do you seek feedback? From work? At home? From friends?

3. What does it mean for you to take a step further into knowing yourself full well?
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Section Five Prayer Prompt
Written by Andrea Goodrum

God, I accept this invitation to know
who I am in You, full well. I love, like
Psalm 139 says, that I can never escape
Your presence, no matter the mountain
or valley I’m in. Continue reshaping
my behaviors to honor You and I will
continue working on knowing myself.
Thank you, Lord!
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For you created my inmost being;
you knit me together in my mother’s womb.
I praise you because I am fearfully and
wonderfully made;
your works are wonderful,
I know that full well.

The measure to which we allow
God to love us will craft every
response we have.

Psalm 139:13-14
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We demolish arguments and every pretension
that sets itself up against the knowledge of
God, and we take captive every thought to
make it obedient to Christ.

Freedom and grace are the
rewards of self-discovery.

2 Corinthians 10:5
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